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ABSTRACT
Wc show the e.xistence of a $1e\dot{H}CO_{\circ}^{\sigma}$ raphically optimal base of a submodular system
witli respect to a weiglit vector. We also show a gree.dy procedure to get it tlirougli
an algebraic consideration.
1. Introductioii
Submodular system has beeu developed by S. Fujlshige $[1978-1987|$ . $n_{e}$
posed an algorithm to get a lexicographicaUy oplimal base of a polymatroid
with respect to a $wei_{o}\sigma h1$ vector through geometric $co\eta sideralioii$ [1980]. YVe
have shown tliat the same results hold for a submodular system with $f(A)>$
$0(\emptyset\neq A\in D)$ and have presented a greedy procedure in an algebraic ivay
$[1987|$ . In response to our work and to questions proposed by the autlior, S.
FMjishige $[1987|$ has exlended lhe same resulls for an arbitrary submodular sy-
slem and has presented an algroilhm to get it. His algoritlim, whidi is not
a direct extensioii of the algorithm for polymalroid, conlains an oracle com-
putalion which has been pointed out by G. Morlon, R. von Randow and K.
Ilingivald [1985]. Here, $\backslash ve$ show a greedy procedure to get it througli algebraic
consideralion, ivhich is quile dilferent lrom Fbjis $1\iota ige$ ’s algoritlim [1980, $1987|$ ,
but is an algebraic counlerpart of his geomelric coiisideralion.
Submoclular syslem is $essenli_{c}^{r}\iota 11y$ a poset greedoid $\iota villis\iota lbmod_{\mathfrak{U}}\rfloor$ar func-
lion OIl it, $\backslash \backslash \cdot 1_{1}ic1_{1}$ is $i\iota_{n[)}|]cilly$ stalcd in S. $\Gamma$ujisliige and N. Tomizasva $[1983|$ .
Greedoicls are crealed and lias beeii $iiivesli_{o}\sigma aled$ by B. Korle and L. Lov\’ass
[1982-1936]. Our result is a nalural consequence $tlirou_{o}\sigma 1i$ llie slu $\mathfrak{c}1y$ of greedo-
$ids$ and submodular $sys\{ems$ .
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2. Submodular $sy\epsilon tem$ , submodular polyliedra and tlieir basic $cl\iota aracteri-$
$\epsilon$ tics
We use the same symbol $\dot{a}Ild$ terminology as thal of S. Fujisluge [1984]. Lel
$E$ be a finile set and denote by $2^{E}$ tlie set of all the subsets of $E$ . Let a colleclion
$\mathcal{D}$ of subsets of $E$ be a dislribulive laltice with set umon and intersection as the
lattice operations, i.e., for any $X,$ $Y\in D$ we have $X\cup Y,$ $X\cap Y\in D$ . A funclion
$f$ Irom $\prime D$ to lhe set $R$ of reals is called a submodula $r$ function on $\mathcal{D}$ if for each
pair of $X,$ $Y\in \mathcal{D}$
$f(X)+f(Y)\geq f(X\cup Y)+f(X\cap Y)$ .
A pair $(D, f)$ of a distribulive laltice $D\subseteq 2^{E}$ and a submodular Iuiiction
$f$ : $Darrow R$ is caUed a submodular system. $\dagger Ve$ assume tlial $\emptyset_{1}E^{J}\in D$ and
$f(V)=0$ . Nole that lhe value $f(\emptyset)$ doesn’t affecl lhe other value $f(A)$ at $\Lambda\in D$
because $A\cup\emptyset=A,$ $\Lambda\cap\emptyset=\emptyset$ . Given a submodular system $(\mathcal{D}, f)$ , define a
polyhedron $P_{J}$ by
$P_{J}$ $:=\{x\in R^{E}|x(X)\leq f(X)(\forall X\in D)\}$ ,
wbere $R^{E}$ is $t1_{1}e$ set of veclors $x=(x(e):e\in E)$ with coordinales iride,xed by
$Eand_{-}x(e)\in R(e\in E)$ and
$x(X):= \sum_{d}x(e)e\in Y^{\cdot}$
$\backslash \dagger^{r}e$ call $P_{f}$ the submodular polyhedron associated wilh tlie submodular syslem
$(D, f)$ . Define
$B_{f}$ $:=\{x\in P_{\int}|x(E)=f(E)\},$’
which is called the base polyhedron associaled with $(D, f)$ .
Lenima 2.1 Let $x\in P_{f}$ an $dA,$ $B\in D.$ II $x(A)=f(A),$ $x(B)=f(B)$ , tlien
$x(\Lambda\cap B)=f(\Lambda\cap B)$ and $x(A\cup B)=f(A\cup B)1_{1}$old.
Proof. Same as $t1_{l}$ at of S. Fujisli $f_{o}\sigma e[19\overline{/}8]$ .
$\square$
Let $\chi_{u}$ be a chara $c\ell\epsilon\iota\cdot i.:tic\int u\uparrow\iota c\ell ion$ of $u$ , i.e., $\chi_{u}(e)=1$ [or $e=u$ an $d$
$\chi_{u}(e)=0$ for $e\in E\backslash \{u\}$ . Defne a saturation funclion sat $(;P_{\int}arrow 2^{E}$ by
$Sd1(x)$ $:=\{\iota\iota\in E|\forall_{d>0}, x+d\chi_{\iota\iota}\not\subset P_{f}\}(x\in P_{f})$ . $T\Lambda e\mathfrak{n}$ we $h$ a $vetl_{1}e$ following
$|emma,$ $\iota\gamma here\rho(x)$ $:=\{A\in D|x(A)=f(A)\}$ .
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Lenuiia 2.2 Let $x\in P_{f}$ . TAen sat$(x)sa\ell Isfies$
sat $(x)\in D,$ $x(sat(x))=f(sat(x))$ .
Furthermore, $p(x)$ is a distributive lattice with a partial order relation
defmed by the set inclusion and sat $(x)$ is the maximum element of $\wp(x)$ .
Proof. Same as tliat of S. Fujishige [1980].
$\square$
Note thal sat $(x)$ is a function from $P_{\int}$ into $D$ .
Leiimia 2.$ Let $x\in P_{/}$ . Tlieii $x\in B_{\int}IIfsat(x)=E$ .
Proof. Use the defnition of $B_{f}$ and Lemma 2.2.
$\square$
For $x\in P_{J},$ $u\in sat(x)$ , we can defne $depe\uparrow\iota de’\iota cefu$nclion dep $()$ : $P_{\int}arrow D$
and also we caii introduce capacity, exchande capacily and so on $(\Gamma^{\tau}$ujisliige
$\{1984,19S7]),\cdot$ but we don’t go into the dctails because we don’t use tliem.
Let $n$ $:=|E|$ . For aiiy real sequences $a=$ $(a_{1}, \ldots , a_{n})$ and $b=(b_{1}, \ldots , b_{n})$






A vector $w\in R^{E}$ such that $w(e)>0(e\in E)$ is called a $weigh\ell$ veclor. $\Gamma^{\tau}or$
a vector $x\in R^{B}$ , denote by $T(x)$ tlie $n$-tuple (or sequence) of the numbers
$x(e)(e\in E)$ arranged in order of increasing magnitude. Given a weight vector
$w$ , a base $x$ of $(D, f)$ is called a lexicographically optimal $baJe$ with respect
to $\ell he$ weight veclor $w$ if the $n$-tuple $T((x(e)/w(e))_{e\in B})$ is lexicograpliicaUy
maximum among all $n$-tuples $T((y(e)/w(e))_{e\in E})$ for all bases $y$ of $(D, f)$ . $T1_{1}e$
matliematical Programmiug probleiu to get $x\in B_{\int}$ sucli lliat
Le $z$ icog raphically ma $ximun\iota$
$T((x(e)/w(e))_{e\in E})=$ $su$bject to $y\in B_{\int}$ $T((y(e)/w(e))_{c\in E})$




0. Existeiice and unlquene $\epsilon\epsilon$ of a lexicograpliically optiinal base witli
respect to a weight vector
Let $c_{1}$ $:=\dot{\min}t_{w}\mathfrak{B}^{A}|\emptyset\neq A\in D\},u_{e_{1}}(e)$ $:=c_{1}w(e)(e\in E)$ . Then we
see that $u_{c\iota}\in P_{f}$ holds. By Lemma 2.2, we have $u_{c\iota}(sa1(u_{C1}))=f(sat(u_{e_{1}}))$ .
Let $A_{1}$ be a set such that $c_{1}=\angle\int_{wt}.\frac{A_{1})}{\backslash A_{1})},$ $\emptyset\neq A_{1}\in D$ . Then $A_{1}\subseteq$ sat $(u_{c}1)$ ,
because $\forall e\in A_{1},$ $\forall d>0,$ $(u_{c_{1}}+d\chi_{e})(A_{1})=c_{1}w(A_{1})+d>f(\Lambda_{1})$ . Thus we get
$\emptyset\neq$ sat $(u_{c}1)\in D$ . Therefore, we are in a position such that
$u_{c}1(e)=c_{1}w(e)(e\in E),u_{c_{1}}\in P_{J},$ $\emptyset\neq sat(u_{e_{1}})\in \mathcal{D}$ and $u_{e\iota}(sa1(u_{c_{1}}))=f(sat(u_{c}1))$ .
(3.1)
In case sat $(u_{c_{1}})=E$ , by Lemma 2.3, lve see that
$u_{c},$ $\in B_{\int}$ . STOP
In case sat $(u_{c_{1}})\not\subset E$ , let $\epsilon_{1}:=\min\{\frac{\int\{A)-u_{e}1(\prime t)}{w\langle A)\backslash sat(u_{c}1))}|A\backslash sat(u_{c_{1}})\neq\emptyset, A\in D\}$ .
Then by Lemma 2.1, we get $\epsilon_{1}$ . $>0$ . Let $c_{2}:=c_{1}-\vdash.\epsilon_{1}$ , and let
$u_{c_{2}}(e):=\{\begin{array}{ll}ciw(e)=u_{e_{1}}(e) for e\in sa\downarrow(u_{c_{1}}),c_{2}w(e)=u_{c_{1}}(e)+\epsilon_{1}w(e) for e\in E\backslash sat(u_{c_{1}}).\end{array}$
By tlie $defii\dot{u}$ tioii of $u_{c}$ , and $\epsilon_{1}$ , and by $11$) $e$ fact tlial $u_{c_{1}}\in P_{\int},$ $\backslash ve$ get $u_{c_{3}}\in$
$P_{f}$ . Furthermore we gel $\wp(u_{c}1)\subseteq\wp(u_{c},)$ and so $sa1(\mu_{c}1)\subseteq sat(u_{c}, )$ . $\Gamma^{\tau}rom$
the defnition of $\epsilon_{1}$ , we have a set $A_{1}\in D,$ $A_{1}\backslash sat(u_{c\backslash })\neq\emptyset$ such that $\epsilon_{1}=$
$\frac{f(A_{1})-u_{c}1(A_{1})}{w(A_{1}\backslash sa1(u_{1}))}$ . Then
$u_{cz}(\Lambda_{1})=u_{cl}(A_{1}\cap sat(u_{c_{1}}))+u_{c},(A_{1}\backslash sat(u_{c}1))$
$=c_{1}w(A\cap sat(u_{c_{1}}))+(c_{1}+\epsilon i)w(A_{1}\backslash sat(u_{c}1))$[ $by$ tlie defnition of $u_{e_{2}}$ ]
$=c_{1}w(A_{1})+\epsilon_{1}w(A_{1}\backslash sat(u_{c_{1}}))=u_{c}1(A_{1})+\epsilon_{1}w(A_{1}\backslash sat(u_{c}1))=f(A_{1})$
and so $A_{1}\in\wp(u_{e},)$ .
By Lemma 2.1 and sat $(u_{e1})\in\wp(u_{c_{2}})$ , we have sat $(u_{c}1)\not\subset rsat(u_{c_{1}})\cup A\in$
$p(u_{c},)$ . Thus sat $(u_{c_{1}})\not\subset sat(u_{c},)$ . FXom Lemma 2.2 and $u_{c},$ $\in P_{f}$ , we have
$u_{c},(sat(u_{e},))=f(sat(u_{c},))$ . $’(3.2)$
Therefore, we are in a position such that
$u_{cl}(e)=\{\begin{array}{l}c_{1}w(e)(e\in sa\downarrow(u_{c_{1}}))C_{\sim^{1}}’I\iota\prime(e)(e\in E\backslash sat(u_{c_{1}})), u_{c:}\in P_{/}(i=1,2), tI\neq sa\downarrow(n_{c1})\not\subset sa\downarrow(u_{c},)\frac{\prime^{-}}{\sim}D,\end{array}$





’ iiicans $\dagger,liatX$ is a $1-5t^{3t}$ of $]’$.
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Continuing this process, we get $u_{\epsilon_{P}}$ such that sat $(u_{c,})=E$ , i.e., $u_{c,}\in E_{J}$ . Set
$c(e):=\{\begin{array}{ll}c_{2}(e\in sat(u_{c},)\backslash sat(u_{c}1))c_{1}(e\in sat(u_{c1})) | c.\cdot(e\in sat(u_{cl})\backslash sat(u_{cl-i})) | c_{p}(e\in sat(u_{c_{\prime}})\backslash sat(u_{c_{r-1}})= E\backslash sat(u_{e_{p-1}})\end{array}\}$ (3.4)
Then we have
$u_{c_{p}}(e)=\{\begin{array}{l}c_{1}w(e)(e\in sat(u_{c1}))c_{2}w(e)(e\in sat(u_{e},)\backslash sat(u_{c_{1}}))1.c_{i}w(e)(e\in sat(u_{c:})\backslash sat(u_{c}i-1)):c_{p}w(e)(e\in sat(u_{c,})\backslash sat(u_{c_{p-1}}))\end{array}$
$u_{c_{f}}\in B_{\int},$ $\emptyset\neq sa1(u_{c_{1}})\not\subset\ldots\not\subset sat(u_{e_{p}})=E$ wluch are $aU$ in $D,$ $u_{cj}( sa1(u_{c}\oint))=$
$f(sa1(u_{c}j))(1\leq i\leq p)$ and
$c_{1}<\ldots<c_{p}$ . (3. \={o}).
Note. For a positive submodular system $(\mathcal{D}, f)$ , i.e., submodular system wi $1h$
$f(A)>0(\emptyset\neq A\in \mathcal{D})$ , we see that $c_{1}>0$ .
Tlieoreni 3.1 $(E\dot{u}stence)$ Let $c(e)(e\in E)$ be $\ell hose$ defined by(S.4). $Tl_{1}$en $\downarrow l_{1e}$
$\gamma 6$ctor $x$ deIined by
$x=(c(e)w(e))_{\epsilon\in E}$ (3.6)
is a lexicograpliicaIly optImaI base $wi$ th $respec\ell$ to $tj_{1e}$ }$\gamma eiglil\gamma e$ctor $w$ .
Proof Let $z\in B_{\int}$ . We show that
$T((z(e)/w(e))_{e\in E})7T((x(e)/w(e))_{e\in E})<$ (3.7)
holds. First nole that
$z(A)\leq f(A)$ $(\emptyset\neq A\in D)$ (3.S)
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$\frac{x(qj,-1\neq 1)}{w(qj_{p-1+1})}=\ldots=\frac{\approx(qj_{p})}{w(q;,)}=c_{p},j_{p}=n,$ $c_{Jo}=0$ . Let $S’=\{q1:-1+1, qj\iota-\iota+2, \ldots , qJ:\}(1\leq$
$i\leq p)$ . Then $\backslash ve$ have $S_{1}=sat(u_{c_{1}}),$ $S_{j}=sa1(u_{c\iota})\backslash sa1(u_{c:-1})(2\leq i\leq p)$ .
If $\frac{l\iota}{w}\omega|<c_{1}$ , then (3.7) holds.
If $\frac{z}{sv}\omega_{1}1\geq c_{1},$ $\frac{z}{w}\omega l<c_{1}$ , the (3.7) holds.
:
If $\frac{l}{w}\omega 1\geq c_{1},$ $\ldots$ , $\frac{z(}{w(}\lrcorner L9j_{1})\geq c_{1}$ , then we see that
$\frac{z(e)}{w(e)}=\frac{x(e)}{w(e)}=c_{1}(e\in S_{1})$ (3.9)
holds by $z(S_{1})\geq c_{1}w(S_{1})=u_{c_{1}}(S_{1})=f(S_{1})$ and by (3.8).
If $\frac{z}{u}\cup\epsilon=c_{1}(e\in S_{1});\frac{z(qj_{1}+1)}{w(qj_{1}+1)}<c_{2}$ , tlien (3.7) holds.
lf $\frac{z}{w}1^{c}\perp(e)=c_{1}(e\in S_{1}),$ $\frac{z(lj_{1}+1)}{w(9j_{1}+\iota)}\geq c_{2},$ $\frac{z(q;_{1}+z)}{w(qj_{1}+z)}<c_{2}$ , then (3.7) liolds.
:
If $\overline{w}(e)-- L^{c}1=c_{1}(e\in S_{1}),$ $\frac{z(q1_{1}+\iota)}{w(qi\iota+\iota)}\geq c_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $\frac{z(qj,)}{w(qj_{l})}\geq c_{2}$ , tlien we see lliat $\frac{z(e)}{w(\epsilon)}=$
$c_{2}= \frac{x(e)}{w(e)}(e\in S_{2})$ holds because $\approx(e)=c_{1}w(e)(e\in S_{1})$ and $\approx(S_{2}+S_{1})\leq$
$f(S_{2}+S_{1}),$ $f(S_{2}+S_{1})=u_{c_{2}}(S_{2}+S_{1})=z(S_{1})+c_{2}w(S_{2})\leq z(S_{2}+S_{1})$ . $Colilinuing$
in this way, we see that (3.7) holds Ior any $z\in B_{f}$ .
$\square$
Tlieorem 3.2 (Uiuquen$ess$ , FujisIuge, S. [1980]) Let $c(e)(e\in E)$ be $t1_{1}ose$ defi-
ned $b\gamma(S.4)$ . $T\Lambda eiit1_{1}e\gamma ec\ell orx$ defned by $(f.6)$ is $t1_{1}e$ umque 1exic$ograp1_{\mathfrak{l}}ica11y$
optimal $b$ ase of $(\mathcal{D}, f)$ ivitfi respect to a $t\gamma eight\gamma ectorw$ .
Proot. Same as that of Rjishige, S. [1980]. Use (3.5), especially sat $(u_{Cj})\in$
$\mathcal{D},$ $u_{cj}(sat(u_{e:}))=f(sat(u_{c}i))$ .
$\square$
Based on lhese algebraic arguments, we presenl an algorithm to gel lhe
lexicographicaUy optimal base of a submodular syslem $(D, f)$ with respect to a
weight vector $w$ .
Algorilliin to gcl llie $lexicogr\{\iota 1\iota ically$ opliiiial basc
$St_{c}^{s}p1$ . $\underline{Sct}i:=1$ and compute $c_{i}:= \min\{\frac{f(A)}{w(A)}|\phi\neq\prime 1\in D\}al\iota d$
$\underline{set}u_{c}\iota(e)$ $:=c_{i}\iota v(e)(e\in E)$ .
$S^{I}Ve1)-)$ . $\underline{|\ddagger}sat(n_{c_{\dot{t}}})=C_{j}\underline{\dagger.I\iota e|\iota S’\Gamma O\ddagger)}$ .
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Step 3. Compute $\epsilon;:=\min\{\frac{f(\Lambda)arrow u_{c:}(A)}{w(A\backslash sat(u_{c}\iota))}|A\in D, A\backslash sa1(u_{c\int})\neq\emptyset\}$
and set $ct+1;=ct+\epsilon$: and set
$u_{c}i+1(e):=\{$ $u_{c}i(e)u_{C\{}(e)+\epsilon\iota w(e)$ for $e\in E\backslash sat(u_{c})$ .
for $e\in sat(u_{c:})$
$\underline{Set}i:=i+1$ and $0$ to Step 2.
Tlieorem 3.$ ($Fbjis\Lambda ige$ , S. $[1980J)$ Let $\hat{x}\in B_{f}$ and let $w$ be a weiglit Yector.
Define
$\hat{c}(e)$ $:=\hat{x}(e)/w(e)(e\in E)$
aiid let $t\Lambda e$ distinct numbers of $\hat{c}(e)(e\in E)$ be $gi\gamma en$ by
$\hat{c}_{1}<c^{\wedge}z<\ldots<\hat{c}fl$ .
$FbrtLerm$ore, define $Si\subseteq E(1\leq i\leq\hat{p})$ by Si $:=\{e\in E|\hat{c}(e)\leq\hat{c}_{i}\}(1\leq i\leq\hat{p})$ .
TAen $t\Lambda e$ following three condi tion $s$ are equivaIen $t$ :
(i) $\hat{x}$ is $t\Lambda e1e\dot{n}cograp1\dot{u}ca11y$ optimal base of $P_{f}\tau\gamma ith$ respect to $w$ ;
(ii) $\hat{S}_{i}\in \mathcal{D}$ and $\hat{x}(\hat{S}_{i})=f(\hat{S}_{i})(1\leq i\leq\hat{p})$ ;
(iu) For $an\gamma e\in\hat{S}_{i},$ $\emptyset\neq$ dep $(\hat{x}, e)\subseteq\hat{S}_{i}(1\leq i\leq\hat{p})$ .
${\rm Re}\iota nark$ If one of the three conditions holds, then we have $\hat{p}=p$ .
Given a submodular system $(D, f)$ and a weight vector $w$ and $p>1$ , del ne
a mathematical $prograni-ng$ problem
$P$ : minimize $f_{w}(x)= \frac{1}{p}\sum_{*\in E}\frac{x(e)^{p}}{w(e)^{t}-1}$ subject to $x\in B_{f}$ and $x\geq 0$ .
Fujishige) S. [1980]showed lhat for a polymatroid $(\mathcal{D}, f)$ with $p=2$ , its uiuque
solution is the lexicograhphically optimal base w.r. $t$ . $w$ . Morlon, G. and von
Randow, R. and Ilingmld, K. [1985] extended it for $p>1$ , where $(D, f)$ is a
polymatroid. We can easily see that for a positive submodular system $(D, f)$
with $p>1$ , the same result holds. $\Lambda s$ for an arbitrary submodular system, $P$
might be infeasible. For example, for a submodular system $(D, f)$ with $f(A)<$
$0(A\in D)$ . So, consider another problem
$\hat{P}$ : minimize $f_{w}(x)= \frac{1}{p}\sum_{e\in E}\frac{x(e)^{p}}{w(e)^{p-1}}$ subject to $x\in B_{f}$ .
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We have an example for whicb $\hat{P}$ has no optimal solution as follows: Let $E=$
$\{1,2,3\},D=t\emptyset,$ $\{3\},$ $\{1,2,3\}\},$ $f(\emptyset)=0,$ $f(\{3\})=-2,$ $f(\{1,2,3\})=-3$ . Then
$(D, f)$ is a submod $\alpha_{r}$ system with base polyhedron $B_{\int}=\{(x_{1}, x_{2}, x_{3})|x_{1}+$
$x_{2}+x_{s}=-3,$ $x_{3}\leq-2\}$ . Let $w=(1,1,1)$ . The lexicograpliically optimal base $x^{s}$
becomes $x^{r}=(- \frac{1}{2}, -\frac{1}{2}, -2)$ . Let $p=3$ and let $x_{1}=x_{2}=- \frac{\iota+3}{2},$ $r_{3}=t(\leq-2)$ .
Then $(x_{1}, x_{2}, x_{S})\in B_{f}$ with 3$f_{w}(x)=t^{3}- \frac{1}{4}(t+3)^{3}arrow-\infty$ as $tarrow\infty$ . Problem
$\hat{P}$ for this case has no minimum solution. For an even natural number $p$ , if there
exists a minimum solution $\hat{x}$ for $\hat{P}$ , then we see that $\hat{x}$ is tlie lexicograpliically
optimal base w.r. $t$ . $w$ .
Tlieorem $.4 (Fbjishige, S. [1 $980J,$ $Mor$ton, G. and $\gamma onRando’\gamma_{1}$ R. an $d$ lling-
wald, K. [1 $985J)$
Let $x$ be $tIne1exicograp1\dot{u}ca11y$ oplimal $base$ of a $posItive$ submodular system
$(D, f)1\gamma jt\Lambda$ respect to a $i\gamma eig\Lambda t$ Yector $w$ and let $p>1$ . Tlien $x$ “ is $t1_{l}e$ unique
optimal solu tion of the problem $p$ .
4. Example
We will show here that the frst problem of G. Morton,-R. von Randow
and K. Ringwald [1985]can be solved within our framework. Their problem is
as follows:
$\min\sum_{j=1}^{n}\lambda_{j}x_{j}^{p}$ subject to $Ax\geq c,$ $x\geq 0$ , (4.1)
where $\lambda_{j}>0(1\leq j\leq n),p>1,$ $c_{n}\geq c_{n-1}\geq\ldots\geq c_{1}\geq 0$ , and
$A=(a_{ij})_{nxn}$ with $a:j=\{\begin{array}{l}1, i\geq j,0, i<j.\end{array}$
Let $e \oint$ be the $i$-th column vector of $A,$ $E:=\{e\{|1\leq i\leq n\},$ $\Gamma_{j}^{r}:=\{e_{i}|$
$1\leq i\leq j\}(1\leq j\leq n),$ $F_{0}$ $:=\emptyset,D_{j}:=E\backslash F_{j}=\{eJ+1, \ldots, e_{n}\}(0\leq j\leq n)$ .
Let $\mathcal{D}=\{E=D_{0}, D_{1}, \ldots, D_{n-1},D_{n}=\emptyset\}$ . Let $\rho(D_{j}):=c_{n}-c_{j}(0\leq j.\leq n)$ ,
where $c_{0}=0$ . Then $(E,\mathcal{D},\rho)$ is a submodular system with $\emptyset,$ $E\in D,\rho(\emptyset)=0$ .
For $x,$ $y\in R_{+}^{n}$ , defne $x\leq y$ if $x(e)\leq y(e)(e\in E)$ , where $Il_{+}$ is tlie set of
nonnegative real$s$ . $(\mathbb{R}_{+}^{n}, \leq)$ is a poset with this $\ddagger$) $artial$ order. Defne $P:=\{x\in$
$\mathbb{R}_{+}^{n}|Ax\geq c\},$ $O(4.1):=$ the $\epsilon et$ of optimal solutions to (4.1), minimal $P;=$
the set of minimal $element\epsilon$ of $P$. Then we easily see that
$O(4.1)\subseteq B_{\rho}\subseteq$ minimal $P\subseteq P$,
$H\circ m\not\subset r^{lY}$ ’ $(l\}\cdot.\})\backslash \Delta$’
$\mathfrak{R}^{\iota\lambda_{i\vee a}|_{\Phi 1}t}- t_{0}$
$\eta\eta|^{r}\eta\{\perp\sum_{=\grave{L}1}^{\mathfrak{n}}X(e_{\iota^{i}}f_{t1\Gamma(e_{L})^{1-\gamma}|e_{\iota}\},}Psx\in$
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where $w(e_{i})=\lambda_{j}^{-A-}$’ . Let $d_{j}= \sum_{i=1}^{j}w(e_{i})(1\leq j\leq n)$ and $d_{0}=0$ . Then
$w(D_{j})=d_{r}$. $-d;(0\leq j\leq n)$ . $\Lambda pp1y$ our algorithm to this problem:
$c_{1}$ $:= \min\{\frac{\rho(D_{j})}{w(D_{j})}| 0\leq j\leq n- l\}=$ min $\{\frac{c_{n}-c_{0}}{d,.-d_{0}}, \frac{c_{n}-c_{1}}{d_{n}-d_{1}}, \frac{c_{n}-c_{2}}{d_{n}-d_{2}}, \ldots, \frac{c_{n}-c_{n-1}}{d_{n}-d_{n-1}}\}$ .
Let $s’(0)=n$ and $c_{1}’=\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} e_{*}-e\prime 1d_{*}-d.,(1)$ and $u_{c_{1}’}(e_{j})=c_{1}w(e_{i})(1\leq i\leq n)$ . Tlien
$u_{c_{1}’}(D_{j})=c_{1}’(d_{n}-d_{j})$ , sat $(u_{e_{1}’})=\cup\{A|A\in D,u_{c}i^{(A)}=\rho(A)\}=D_{s’(1)}$ for
which $s’(1)$ is the least index $j$ such that $c_{1}’= \frac{c_{\hslash}-cj}{d_{n}-d_{j}},$ $0\leq s’(1)<s$ ‘(0).
If $s’(1)=0$ , then sat $(u_{c_{1}’})=E$ . STOP.
If $s’(1)\neq 0$ , then sat $(u_{c_{1}’})\neq E$ and so compute
$\epsilon_{1}:=\min\{\frac{\rho(A)-u_{c_{1}’}(A)}{w(A\backslash sa1(u_{e_{1}}’))}|A\in D,A\backslash sat(u_{c_{1}’})\neq\emptyset\}=\min\{\frac{c_{n}-c_{j}-c_{1}^{l}(d_{\mathfrak{n}}-d_{j})}{d_{s’(1)}-d_{j}}|$
$0\leq j\leq n-1,j<s’(1)\}$ , where $\frac{c_{n}-c_{j}-c_{1}^{t}(d_{n}-d_{j})}{d_{s(1)}-d_{j}}=\frac{c_{s(1)}-c_{j}}{d_{{}^{t}(1)}-d_{j}}-c_{1}’$.
Let $\epsilon_{1}’:=\frac{c_{\ell^{|\{1|}}-c_{l’\{3|}}{d.1^{1)}-d.t^{l)}}-c_{1}’$ . Then $(d_{s’(2)}, c_{s’(2)})$ is a point $(d_{jj}c),$ $0\leq j<s’(1)$
wilh- the smalles $t$ slope coeIficient $\frac{c.\prime\iota t1^{-c}j}{d..1^{1)}-d_{j}}$ . Hence we see thal
$s^{t}(0)=n=s(m),$ $s’(1)=s(m-1),$ $\ldots$ , $s’(marrow 1)=s(1),$ $s^{t}(m)=s(0)$ ,
wluch is the same resull as that of G. Morton, R. von Randow and K. Ringwald,
allhough the decision proceeds inversel$y$. The reader would liave noliced thal





Tlte rcason for thc inverse decision process will be inves ligaled $i_{l1}$ atioll $\iota$er $pal$) $er$ .
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